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As the debate on reducing greenhouse gases (GHGs) has progressed, increasing concern has been
raised about how a U.S. reduction program would interact with those of other countries. In a
global context where currently some countries have legally binding policies to reduce greenhouse
gas emission and other countries do not—i.e., differentiated global carbon policies—the potential
exists that countries imposing carbon control policies will find themselves at a competitive
disadvantage vis-à-vis countries without comparable policies.
The risks accompanying establishment of carbon control policies, in the absence of similar
policies among competing nations, have been central to debates on whether the United States
should enact greenhouse gas legislation. Specifically, concerns have been raised that if the United
States adopts a carbon control policy, industries that must control their emissions or that find their
feedstock or energy bills rising because of costs passed-through by suppliers may be less
competitive and may lose global market share (and jobs) to competitors in countries lacking
comparable carbon policies. In addition, this potential shift in production could result in some of
the U.S. carbon reductions being counteracted by increased production in less regulated countries
(commonly known as “carbon leakage”).
There are three basic approaches, which are not mutually exclusive, to assist greenhouse gasintensive, trade-exposed industries: (1) directly supporting domestic industries; (2) penalizing
foreign competitors; and (3) developing alternative sectoral approaches. Importantly, these are
presumably transitional actions, pending some international agreement that “levels the playing
field.”
Each approach has its own focus. Support for domestic industries, embodied in most legislative
proposals, is focused on preserving the industry’s current competitive position and jobs and may,
depending on the details, help transition that industry to the future. It does not directly promote an
international agreement. Trade measures levied against foreign competitors, another approach
being proposed, may provide a stick for international negotiation, but the primary focus is on
protecting greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries from “unfair” competition—
producers in countries not imposing comparable carbon control policies. Finally, the sectoral
approach represents a range of options focused on integrating developing countries’ industrial
base into a mutually acceptable international framework that provides a level playing field for all
participants. Whether any of these approaches would have any appreciable effect on carbon
leakage is unclear.
The design of an assistance program—the goals, eligible participants, implementation and
enforcement—would be difficult to define in a manner that satisfies all parties. There is every
incentive for any industry facing a cost increase from carbon policies to claim that its competitive
position could be diminished, thereby justifying special consideration by the government. The
government would be in the difficult position of picking winners and losers, sometimes without
access to important, but proprietary, data.
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As the debate on reducing greenhouse gases (GHGs) has progressed, increasing concern has been
raised about how a U.S. reduction program would interact with programs in other countries. In a
global context where currently some countries have legally binding policies to reduce greenhouse
gas emission and other countries do not—i.e., differentiated global carbon policies—the potential
exists that countries imposing carbon control policies will find themselves at a competitive
disadvantage vis-à-vis countries without comparable policies.
The risks accompanying establishment of carbon control policies, in the absence of similar
policies among competing nations, have been central to debates on whether the United States
should enact greenhouse gas legislation. Specifically, concerns have been raised that if the United
States adopts a carbon control policy, industries that must control their emissions or that find their
feedstock or energy bills rising because of costs passed-through by suppliers may be less
competitive and may lose global market share (and jobs) to competitors in countries lacking
comparable carbon policies. In addition, this potential shift in production could result in some of
the U.S. carbon reductions being diluted by increased production in more carbon intensive
countries (commonly known as “carbon leakage”).1
In response to these concerns, several proposals introduced in Congress would attempt to mitigate
the effect of carbon policies on affected U.S. industry. Proposed mitigating actions include, for
example, providing assistance to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries, or imposing
tariffs on certain greenhouse gas-intensive goods imported into the country from countries not
implementing comparable carbon policies.
This report examines the dynamics of this issue in three parts: (1) exploration of the nature of the
problem with respect to international climate change policy, potential environmental effects, and
potential economic effects; (2) identification of a range of possible options to address concerns;
(3) analysis of issues raised by the proposed mitigating approaches and options; and (4)
implications of the various approaches.

ȱȱȱȱ
There are three components of the problem of differentiated global carbon policies with respect to
trade: (1) the lack of an international agreement with binding targets to reduce greenhouse gases;
(2) the issue of carbon leakage; and (3) economic and competitive effects. Each of these is
discussed below.

ȱȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱ ȱ
For those policymakers who argue that human activities have changed or threatened to change the
global climate, the policy debate on a U.S. climate change strategy has revolved about three
1

As an expression of these concerns, during deliberations on the Fiscal 2009 Budget Resolution (S.Con.Res. 70), the
Senate agreed to a motion to instruct conferees “that no legislation providing for new mandates on greenhouse gas
emissions should be enacted until it effectively addresses imports from China, India, and other nations that have no
similar emissions programs.” Motion agreed to by a vote of 55-40 (Senate Roll Call Vote 132, May 15, 2008).
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major considerations: the posited reduction scheme’s cost of compliance, its impact on the
country’s competitiveness, and its comprehensiveness with respect to developing countries who
currently have no binding reduction targets.2 These three considerations (the “three Cs”) are
interlinked, especially the international aspects of competitiveness and comprehensiveness. That
no international agreement addresses the international competitiveness and comprehensiveness
issues has led to a major debate in the Congress about whether to include unilateral trade
provisions, targeted subsidies, or other provisions in any domestic greenhouse gas reduction
scheme to address them.
It should be emphasized that this debate results from the lack of a comprehensive, international
agreement to mandate strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The most effective and
efficient solution, both economically and environmentally, would be a comprehensive agreement.
Climate change is a global problem ultimately requiring a global solution. Any unilateral solution
considered necessary would probably be temporary and transitional in nature. As stated by the
Australian Government in its green paper on reducing carbon emissions:
The first best solution to address the competitive concerns of EITE [emissions-intensive
trade-exposed] industries3 would be to develop a comprehensive global agreement under
which all major emitters have binding carbon constraints. Effective sectoral agreements for
EITE industries would also address these concerns for industries covered by such
agreements. However, in the absence of these developments, assisting EITE industries in
response to the introduction of the scheme may be warranted on environmental grounds and
because it may smooth the transition of the economy.4

However, it is not clear when such an agreement will be concluded and whether it would be
acceptable to the United States. International working groups set up under the Bali “Action Plan”
to develop a “Post-Kyoto” agreement are scheduled to present their results at the Copenhagen
meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) (COP-15) and the Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol
scheduled for November 30 -December 11, 2009. A successful conclusion to these ongoing
efforts leading up to that conference could render this issue moot.

ȱ Ǳȱȱȱ
Although carbon leakage is generally defined in terms of differentiated carbon policies and their
resulting impacts on greenhouse gas emissions, the phenomenon is much more complicated,
involving differences in countries’ economies (such as labor costs and exchanges rates) and trade
flows among them.5 Thus carbon leakage, like the job leakage issues discussed later, is an
2

For a further discussion of the evolution of U.S. climate change policy, see CRS Report RL30024, U.S. Global
Climate Change Policy: Evolving Views on Cost, Competitiveness, and Comprehensiveness, by Larry Parker and John
Blodgett.
3
The green paper defines Emissions-intensive, trade exposed industries as: “Industries that either are exporters or
compete against imports (traded exposed) and produce significant emissions in their production of good (emissions
intensive).” Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green
Paper (July 2008), p. 60.
4
Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green Paper
(July 2008), p. 292.
5
For a broader definition of carbon leakage, see Glen P. Peters and Edgar G. Hertwich, “Trading Kyoto,” Nature
Reports: Climate Change (April 2008), pp. 40-41.
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interaction that will continue regardless of whether carbon policies are enacted. The focus here is
on minimizing carbon leakage resulting specifically from differentiated carbon policies.
In the context of analyzing the effect of differentiated carbon policies, carbon leakage is a twofold problem. The first is the possibility that introduction of a carbon control regime in a country
ahead of the introduction of a comparable policy in competing countries could result in the
production of greenhouse gas-intensive products diminishing in the country attempting to control
emissions and increasing in competing countries with no carbon controls. Basically, countries
with carbon controls risk losing global market share to competing countries without controls. This
would counteract the net reductions achieved by the country attempting to address climate change
and reward economically the countries that were not.
The second problem is a longer-term possibility that future investments by greenhouse gasintensive industries could be channeled to countries with no (or less stringent) carbon controls,
circumventing carbon reduction needs and potentially locking in obsolete technology. This
relocation and construction of new facilities without carbon control could make future reductions
more difficult and expensive.
Studies of potential carbon leakage resulting from strategies to reduce greenhouse gases have
produced a range of estimates. The only attempt to estimate the leakage impact of proposed U.S.
legislation is the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) analysis of the Lieberman-Warner
Climate Security Act of 2008 (S. 2191) in the 110th Congress.6 Not surprisingly, a leakage
estimate for the year 2050 is highly dependent on assumptions about the U.S. economy,
international actions to reduce emissions, and U.S. reduction strategies.7 EPA found that if nonAnnex I countries8 were to adopt a greenhouse gas reduction target beginning in 2025 that holds
their emissions at 2015 levels through 2034 and then further reduce their emissions to 2000 levels
thereafter, then no emission leakage would occur under the proposed legislation. This result
emphasizes the above point that the most effective solution to the leakage problem would be a
long-term agreement to incorporate developing countries into an international accord on
greenhouse gas emissions.
EPA also conducted a sensitivity analysis assuming no greenhouse gas reductions by non-Annex
1 countries through 2050. Under this scenario, leakage of U.S. reductions were estimated at about
11% in 2030, and 8%-9% in 2050.9 EPA notes that part of the reason for the somewhat modest
leakage rates estimated by the model is the significant demand by Annex I countries for
international credits from non-Annex I countries, reducing their emissions.

6

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Atmospheric Program, EPA Analysis of Lieberman-Warner Climate
Security Act of 2008: S. 2191 in the 110th Congress (May 14, 2008), pp. 81-85, 165-167.
7
For a further discussion of the uncertainties involve in estimating the effects of climate change legislation over 40
years, see CRS Report RL34489, Climate Change: Costs and Benefits of S. 2191/S. 3036, by Larry Parker and Brent D.
Yacobucci.
8
Non-Annex I countries are ones not having set carbon reduction goals. They are countries not listed in Annex I to the
U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992); the Annex I nations are designated, developed nations that
agreed to reduce emissions.
9
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Atmospheric Program, EPA Analysis of Lieberman-Warner Climate
Security Act of 2008: S. 2191 in the 110th Congress (May 14, 2008), p. 84.
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Leakage has also been studied by the European Union (EU) with the implementation of its
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS).10 In general, there has been little indication of any leakage
resulting from phase 1 of the ETS. A variety of explanations are possible, including strong
demand for aluminum and other commodities that has allowed manufacturers to pass on costs and
remain profitable, the short time-frame (2005-2007) that makes it difficult to discern potential
long-term investment trends, and the efforts of individual EU members to protect their industries
through free allowance allocations.
Studies suggest that leakage may be a longer-term issue as more stringent reduction targets are
imposed. Analysis of the EU’s climate change package that would lead to a 20% reduction in
greenhouse gases from 1990 levels by 2020 (referred to as the post-2012 program) has produced
a range of carbon leakage estimates. As indicated by Table 1, assumptions about technology
development and spillover effects, elasticity of energy supply, and the mobility (substitution) of
energy-intensive production between countries produces estimates that make conclusions about
the carbon leakage effects of a very aggressive reduction target difficult to assess.

Table 1. Estimated Potential Carbon Leakage from Implementing the EU’s Proposed
Post-2012 Program
Carbon Leakage

Study

C. Di Maria and E. van der Werf (2005)
R. Gelagh and O. Kuik (2007)

Unconstrained country will
voluntarily decrease
emissions
15% to -15%

J.M. Burniaux, and Oliveira Martins
(2000) and J.M. Burniaux, R. McDougall,
and T.P. Truong (2002)
M.H. Babiker (2001), (2005), with H.D.
Jacoby (1999)

2% to 5%

J. Bollen, T. Manders, and H. Timmer
(2000)

14%

>100%

Remarks

Results depend on directed technical
change
Rates depend on development of
technology and spill-over
Assumes inelastic supply of energy: less
energy demand results in lower prices
Assumes perfect substitution of energyintensive industrial production between
different countries
Assumes inelastic supply of energy: less
energy demand results in lower prices

Based on Christian Lutz and Ulrike Lehr, “Employment Effects within the Climate Change Policy
Framework,” in European Parliament, Policy Department, Competitive Distortions and Leakage in a World of
Different Carbon Prices (July 2008), Table 5.2.
Source:

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has also weighed in on the carbon
leakage debate with respect to the short-term Kyoto Protocol commitment period (2008-2012). In
its 2007 assessment, the IPCC makes three observations with respect to carbon leakage:
•

Model-based estimates of “carbon leakage” from implementing Kyoto Protocol
commitments are in the range of 5%-20% (i.e., 5%-20% of domestic reductions
may be offset by displacement abroad) (IPCC confidence in conclusion: medium
agreement, medium evidence)

10

For a review of these studies, see Julia Renaud, Issues Behind Competitiveness and Carbon Leakage: Focus on
Heavy Industry, (OCED, October 2008).
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•

Empirical studies on energy-intensive industries under the EU-ETS conclude that
carbon leakage is “unlikely to be substantial” due to transport costs, local market
conditions, product specialization of local suppliers, etc. (IPCC confidence in
conclusion: medium agreement, medium evidence)

•

Quantifying possible benefits of international transfer of low carbon technologies
induced by industrialized country action is not possible.11

ȱ Ǳȱ ȱȱ
Competitiveness can be a rather abstract term for which any precise meaning can be elusive. As
with carbon leakage, competitiveness is a continuing phenomenon, with companies becoming
more or less competitive according to a host of factors, including productivity, market demand,
resource costs, labor costs, exchange rates, and the like. As stated by the Australian Government
in its Green Paper on carbon reduction schemes:
Changes in the cost structures of entities and industries are not unusual and occur
continuously in a market-based economy; nor is it unusual for Government policy to change
cost structures. For example, the adoption of high quality occupational health and safety
standards have affected the profitability of Australia’s labour-intensive traded industries,
making it more difficult for them to compete with foreign producers that are subject to lower
standards. Assistance is not usually provided to offset the impact of domestic policies on
traded industries, as those policies reflect the priorities and values of the Government and
community more generally.12

Most industries face a competitive market (sometimes international in scope) both in terms of
producers of the same products and producers of substitute products. Also, in some cases, an
industry may face a fairly elastic demand for its product. Thus, most industries are price sensitive,
and therefore any increase in manufacturing costs – as by a carbon emission reduction
requirement – hurts the competitiveness of a firm. This complex situation is further complicated
for energy-intensive industries as competitors within the same industry may experience different
energy price increases (particularly for electric power), depending on their individual energy
needs and power arrangements. For example, an aluminum plant receiving power from a hydroelectric facility may not be affected the same way as a similar plant whose power contract is with
a coal-fired power supplier.
Such differences among individual companies could have several potential impacts. First, as
noted above, it may affect the competitive balance of specific domestic facilities. Second,
investment decisions by industries could be affected, particularly with respect to technology.
New, more efficient technology is emerging for some processes. The combination of high, but
volatile, price signals being sent from the energy markets and potential ones from a carbon policy
could speed their development. If commercialized, new technology could reduce the impact of
any carbon policy and, indeed, could improve competitiveness. Analysis in sufficient sectorspecific detail to examine this possibility, or to develop proxies to explore the possibilities for
industry technology over the next 40 years, are beyond the scope of this report.
11

Terry Barker and Igor Bashmakov, IPCC WG3 2007, Chapter 11: Mitigation From a Cross-Sectoral Perspective
(March 6, 2008), presentation by Michael Grubb, p. 26.
12
Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green Paper
(July 2008), p. 292.
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A company’s ability to compete under a carbon policy depends on three primary factors: (1) the
greenhouse gas intensity of a company’s products which influences the company’s profitability
and the products’ cost; (2) the company’s ability to pass on any increased costs to consumers
without losing market share or profitability; and (3) the company’s ability to mitigate carbon
emissions, reducing the impact of the carbon policy on its operations and profitability.13 Each of
these factors involves a web of site-specific interactions.

Ȭ ȱ ¢ȱ
An industry’s greenhouse-gas intensity factor is a foundation both of any direct greenhouse gas
emissions produced by the manufacturing process of the product (e.g., PFCs from aluminum
production, CO2 from cement manufacture), and of any indirect greenhouse gas emissions
produced by the inputs to the manufacturing process (e.g., electricity, natural gas). Much of the
discussion of greenhouse gas-intensive industries is in fact a discussion of energy-intensive
industries. However, as noted above, this is an imperfect indicator as different plants will have
different energy sources and, thus, different indirect greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, such a
focus ignores the 320 million metric tons of annual greenhouse gas emissions that U.S. industrial
processes emit directly.
That the impact of a carbon policy on product prices, employment, and profitability is dependent
on its greenhouse gas intensity is seemingly straightforward. However, the measurement of such
intensity may not be. Metrics that could be used to determine carbon intensity include
employment per unit of emissions, value added by the production activities per unit of emissions,
or revenue generated by the activity per unit of emissions.14 Each indicator differs in level of
transparency, variability over time and within sectors, and emphasis on scheduling of capital
structure and labor needs. Choosing an indicator or combination of indicators that all parties
believe fairly represent the industries of concern would be challenging.
As suggested above, industries can be greenhouse gas-intensive from either the process they
employ (direct emissions) or the energy fed into the process from outside (indirect emissions), or
both. The greenhouse gas intensity can be measured in terms of its impact on product price,
company profitability, or labor. Most studies of greenhouse gas-intensive industries actually focus
on energy-intensive industries. Table 2 provides data on the energy-intensiveness of an
illustrative set of manufacturing industries. Two metrics are displayed. The first measures the
importance of energy costs to the total value of the industry’s products. The second measures the
importance of energy costs per person employed by the industry.

13

Carbon Trust, The European Emissions Trading Scheme: Implications for Industrial Competitiveness (June 2004),
pp. 6-7.
14
Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green Paper
(July 2008), pp. 208-309.
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Table 2. 2002 Data on Energy-Intensiveness of Manufacturing Sector

Industry (NAICS code)
Food and beverage (311, 3121)
Textiles (313, 314)
Apparel (315)
Wood products (321)
Paper (322)
Pulp mills (322110)
Paper mills, except newsprint (322121)
Newsprint mills (322122)
Paperboard mills (322130)
Printing (323)

Petroleum refineries (324110)
Chemicals (325)
Petrochemicals (325110)
Alkalies and chlorine (325181)
Carbon black (325182
Other basic inorganic chemicals (325188)
Basic organic chemicals (325199)
Plastic materials and resins (325211)
Nitrogenous fertilizers (325311)
Pharmaceuticals and medicines (3254)
Nonmetallic mineral products (327)
Glass (3272)
Cement (327310)
Lime (327410)
Ferrous metals (331111, 331112, 3312, 331511)
Iron and steel mills (331511)
Iron foundries (331511)
Nonferrous metals (3313, 3314, 331521, 331524)
Primary aluminum smelters (331312)
Aluminum foundries (331524)
Other nonferrous metals (3314)
Fabricated metal products (322)
Machinery (333)
Computers and electronics (334)
Electrical equipment (335)

ȱȱȱ

Energy costs as
share of value

Energy cost
per employee

1.49%
2.40%
1.01%
1.66%
7.27%

$5,324
$4,747
$1,202
$2,930
$24,082

21.73%
9.74%
18.89%
17.30%

$95,881
$45,037
$90,430
$76,458

1.38%

$1,914

7.39%
4.28%
12.39%
31.79%
15.50%
6.87%
11.47%
7.16%
19.19%
0.66%
5.45%
6.06%
16.58%
23.23%
8.81%
11.62%
6.44%
4.79%
19.83%
3.51%
2.87%
1.77%
0.80%
0.46%
0.68%

$231,865
$24,268
$268,881
$146,205
$84,495
$24,396
$67,194
$43,962
$152,334
$4,356
$11,347
$12,255
$71,296
$57,016
$30,039
$47,207
$10,237
$13,570
$83,222
$6,074
$9,598
$2,685
$1,792
$1,304
$1,445
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Industry (NAICS code)
Transportation equipment (336)
Furniture and related products (337)

Energy costs as
share of value

Energy cost
per employee

0.60%
0.79%

$2,396
$1,003

Compiled by Peterson Institute and World Resources Institute from: U.S. Department of Energy,
Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (2002).
Source:

As suggested by Table 2, the complexity of determining carbon intensiveness is significantly
influenced by the level of sector aggregation one chooses to focus on. For example, while several
3-digit North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) industry categories, like paper,
chemicals, and nonmetallic mineral products, have aggregated energy costs of less than 8% of
value, 6-digit NAICS industry subcategories, such as pulp mills, newsprint mills, alkalies and
chlorine, nitrogenous fertilizers, lime, and primary aluminum shelters, have energy costs
approaching or exceeding 20% of value.
In addition, a single product may exhibit highly variable emissions, depending on the technology
used. For example, Figure 1 provides International Energy Agency (IEA) data on average carbon
dioxide emission per ton of crude (or raw) steel manufactured by several different processes or
energy sources. As indicated by the blue bars, the process used to manufacture steel has a
substantial effect on the direct and indirect CO2 emissions emitted. In addition, emissions are
influenced by the processes’ source and consumption of electricity. As indicated by the red
arrows, indirect emissions from electricity sources have a significant effect on the total emissions
from a given process.

Figure 1. Carbon Dioxide Emissions Per Ton of Crude Steel

International Energy Agency, Tracking Industrial Energy Efficiency and CO2 Emissions (2007), p. 108.
The high and low-end ranges indicate C02-free and coal-based electricity, and account for country average
differences based n IEA statistics. The range is even wider for plant based data. The product is crude steel, which
excludes rolling and finishing.
Source:

Note:
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Raw steel production is also the most CO2-intensive step in steel production. Figure 2 provides
illustrative data from the United Kingdom (UK) on the value chain of an integrated steel
production process through its various steps using a Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) to make its
raw steel. In a BOF, iron ore is reduced to semi-finished steel, which is subsequently hot rolled
and then further refined into specific finished products. Semi-finished steel production is the most
carbon-intensive and electricity-intensive step in integrated raw steel production. In contrast, the
value produced at this step is relatively low compared with the emissions. This ratio (called the
product value at stake (VAS)) means that the step would incur high CO2 cost increases relative to
product value. The extent to which these costs are spread across the subsequent production steps
would lower the overall cost impact on final production.15
This suggests that the primary competitiveness issue with a BOF is with the semi-finish step of
raw steel production. This is illustrated in the figure by comparing the difference between the
total cost increase (solid line) and the semi-finished steel increase (dashed line). The relatively
small increment of increase created by the downstream processes compared with semi-finished
steel production suggests the dominant effect of CO2-induced cost increases from semi-finished
steel production on downstream production cost increases.16
Figure 2. Value Chain of Steel Production

Source: Kasten Neuhoff and Susanne Droege,

International Strategies to Address Competitiveness Concerns (July

2007), p. 4.

What Table 2, Figure 1, and Figure 2 do not indicate is the substantial difference in emissions
due to site-specific considerations, such as age of plant, maintenance, etc., that would make the
ranges greater than presented here. The figures also do not indicate the varying degrees of product
15

Kasten Neuhoff and Susanne Droege, International Strategies to Address Competitiveness Concerns (July 2007), p.

4.
16

Kasten Neuhoff and Susanne Droege, International Strategies to Address Competitiveness Concerns (July 2007), p.

4.
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integration that steel mills may include. For example, most BOFs combine crude steel making
with hot rolling to avoid additional energy consumption in repeated heating cycles. The more a
plant combines production steps, the less the overall cost effect of a carbon policy.17 Also, the link
between the BOF and hot rolling plant may make relocation more difficult although, if it occurs,
the affected community would lose both the BOF and the hot rolling plant.
Also, as suggested by Figure 1 the processes are not completely substitutable, even if the crude
steel is. For example, the use of electric arc furnaces is constrained by the availability of scrap
steel, particularly in developing countries such as China.

ȱȬȱ¢ȱ
A sector’s ability to pass through the cost of carbon policies is similarly differentiated. The ability
of companies to pass through costs from carbon policies primarily depends on three factors: (1)
the price-responsiveness of demand for the product; (2) market structure and dynamics that
include the number of competitors and amount of regulation and state-ownership; and (3) the
international scope of the competition, particularly with respect to differentiated carbon policies.18
For example, the electricity sector can generally pass on its costs to consumers because electricity
demand is relatively price-inelastic, the market structure is significantly regulated, and there is
very limited international competition from countries with no carbon policies. Chlorine, produced
with a very electricity-intensive process, is a hazardous substance that could raise serious
transport issues, potentially reducing the ability to substitute foreign production for domestic
production. In contrast, other sectors, such as raw steel, are in very competitive markets with
significant international trade exposure (although during periods of high demand for steel and
other primary metals, prices have risen substantially).

¢ȱȱȱ
Elasticity of demand refers to how people respond to an increase in a product’s price. Inelastic
price behavior by consumers indicates that companies can raise prices in response to increased
costs without a substantial response by consumers to reduce use of the product or seek a
substitute. Elastic price behavior by consumers means they are sensitive to price increases and
will seek to either reduce demand for a product or seek a substitute. Companies facing an elastic
demand for their products because of available substitutes would have a more difficult time
passing on any cost increases resulting from carbon policies. In contrast, companies facing an
inelastic demand for their products would have more flexibility in addressing the same cost
increases.
Based on a review of the literature and their own estimating methodology, Sato and Neuhoff
estimated the short and long run effects of price changes on demand for various commodities in
the European context.19 These estimates are presented in Figure 3. The authors found that
demand for electricity and several other commodities appear to be relatively inelastic (less than
17

Kasten Neuhoff and Susanne Droege, International Strategies to Address Competitiveness Concerns (July 2007), p.

4.
18

Carbon Trust, The European Emissions Trading Scheme: Implications for Industrial Competitiveness (June 2004), p.

6.
19

Misato Sato and Karsten Neuhoff, Testing the Demand Substitution Effect (June 22, 2007).
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-1) while demand for cement and for steel products from some processes may be fairly elastic.
However, as indicated, there is considerable uncertainty in these estimates and they should be
considered indicative of the importance of pricing to consumption of these commodities and not
predictive. Indeed, the range presented suggests that quantifying this variable as part of any
eligibility criteria for an assistance program may be difficult.

. Literature Survey of Price Elasticities of Demand

Figure 3

Source: Misato Sato and Karsten Neuhoff, Testing the Demand Substitution Effect (June 22, 2007), p. 5. Symbols
represent the various studies and estimates included. See source for details.

ȱȱ
The number and concentration of firms in a given market and the extent of government
involvement and regulation of that market influence the ability of firms to pass on costs. For
example, public utilities that are regulated by a public service commission are generally allowed
to pass-through any legitimate cost increases to consumers. Likewise, industries where a few
companies have concentrated market power to influence prices may have an enhanced ability to
pass through costs through their ability to influence prices.
To illustrate the degree of concentration in various parts of the manufacturing sector, Table 3
provides two indicators of market concentration across an illustrative sample of the U.S.
manufacturing sector. The first is the market share of the Top 4 companies in a category. The
second is the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) for the Top 50 companies in the same category.
The HHI is a commonly accepted measure of market concentration and is used by the Department
of Justice (DOJ) in reviewing mergers and acquisitions for potential anti-trust concerns.20 An HHI
20
The HHI is calculated by squaring the market share of each firm competing in the market and then summing the
resulting numbers.
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between 1000 and 1800 is considered moderately concentrated by the DOJ, and an HHI in excess
of 1800 is considered concentrated. Transactions that increase the HHI by more than 100 points in
concentrated markets presumptively raise DOJ anti-trust concerns.
As indicated by Table 3, the broader industrial categories (3-digit NAICS) would suggest that
market concentration is not a major issue with respect to pass-through ability. However, as
suggested by the previous discussion of greenhouse gas intensity, disaggregating a sector can
reveal a more complex situation. For example, the NAICS 3-digit Chemical category suggests
little concentration in that sector. However, a sampling of subcategories indicate several that are
at least moderately concentrated. There is a similar situation for primary metals. If the categories
were disaggregated further to include categories such as glass container manufacturing (327213)
or electrometallurgical ferroalloy product manufacturing (331112), more pockets of concentration
would be found. Thus, companies can be more able to pass through costs in some of their
products than in others. Therefore, unless eligibility requirements for any government assistance
are sufficiently detailed to direct aid only to those categories that can not raise prices, the
government risks providing support for companies that don’t need it. Of course, the potential
ability of companies to pass-through cost increases can be muted by international competition, as
discussed next.
Table 3. 2002 Data on Market Concentration in various parts of the Manufacturing
Sector
Industry

(NAICS code)

Market Share: Four Largest

HHI of 50 Largesta

Apparel (315)
Wood products (321)
Paper (322)

17.3%
10.0%
25.8%

105.7
48.4
259.3

-Pulp mills (322110)
-Paper mills, except newsprint (322121)
-Newsprint mills (322122)
-Paperboard mills (322130)
Printing (323)
Petroleum refineries (324110)
Chemicals (325)
-Petrochemicals (325110)
-Alkalies and chlorine (325181)
-Carbon black (325182)
-Other basic inorganic chemicals (325188)
-Other basic organic chemicals (325199)
-Plastic materials and resins (325211)
-Nitrogenous fertilizers (325311)
-Pharmaceuticals and medicines (3254)
Nonmetallic mineral products (327)

61.1%
53.1%
53.9%
48.5%
10.4%
41.2%
13.7%
84.7%
73.2%
76.0%
20.9%
22.0%
32.4%
53.9%
34.0%
7.0%

1175.2
810.2
976.6
748.5
45.2
639.7
99.9
2661.6
1786.4
1791.8
216.9
238.3
442.5
976.9
506.0
46.7

24.5%

278.0

-Glass (3272)
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Industry (NAICS code)
Cement (327310)
-Lime (327410)
Primary metals (331)
-Iron and steel mills (331111)
-Iron foundries (331511)
-Primary aluminum smelters (331312)
-Aluminum foundries (except die-casting) (331524)
-Nonferrous metals (except aluminum) (3314)
Fabricated metal products (332)
Machinery (333)
Computers and electronics (334)
Electrical equipment (335)
Transportation equipment (336)
Furniture and related products (337)
-

Market Share: Four Largest

38.7%
66.3%
20.0%
44.4%
29.2%
85.3%
25.0%
21.1%
3.7%
14.4%
18.0%
16.5%
42.1%
11.0%

HHI of 50 Largesta

568.5
1254.5
149.6
656.7
350.1
D
267.4
213.4
10.2
71.3
135.0
113.9
574.7
57.2

U.S. Census Bureau, Economics and Statistics Administration, Concentration Ratios: 2002 (May 2006).
Note: D = withheld to avoid disclosing data of individual companies.
a. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index.
Source:

ȱ¡ȱ
That an industry has some trade exposure does not necessarily mean that it would be hurt under a
carbon reduction policy. The key aspect of trade exposure in terms of carbon policy is whether a
sector is considered a price-taker on world markets. If the price of its product is dictated by world
supply and demand, then its ability to raise prices may be constrained. This situation could result
in the sector deciding to reduce domestic production in the short term and moving factories
overseas in the long run.
One measure of trade exposure is the penetration of imports as a share of total U.S. demand for a
product because it indicates the availability of foreign substitutes for that product.21 Table 4
provides the 2006 import share of demand for a variety of activities. Because of the aggregation
issue identified above, this is only a rough indicator of sectors that could have difficulty passing
on cost increases because of international competition. As indicated, several greenhouse gasintensive sectors have significant import penetration, including primary metals (nonferrous and
ferrous), basic chemicals, and finished products that use these commodities, including electronics,
machinery, and transportation. Other greenhouse-intensive sectors, such as cement, lime, and
paper have less penetration in the aggregate.

21

Peterson Institute for International Economics and World Resources Institute, Leveling the Carbon Playing Field:
International Competition and US Climate Policy Design (2008), p. 8.
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. 2006 Data on U.S. Market Share of Imports for Various Parts of the
Manufacturing Sector

Table 4

Sector
Apparel
Electronics
Nonferrous Metals (primary aluminum smelters, aluminum
foundries, others)
Machinery
Transportation
Textiles
Furniture
Ferrous Metals (iron and steel mills, iron foundries)
Chemicals (petrochemicals, alkalies and chlorine, other organic
and inorganic chemicals, etc.)
Wood Products
Refining
Nonmetallic Mineral Products (glass, cement, lime)
Plastics
Fabricated Metals
Paper (pulp and paper mills)
Food and Beverage
Printing

Import Share of
Demand

Average WTO
Applied Tariff

74.8%
51.5%
42.8%

16.6%
7.1%
7.4%

37.2%
34.4%
27.3%
24.9%
23.3%
22.3%

5.7%
7.4%
9.5%
9.8%
6.1%
5.0%

17.8%
15.7%
14.7%
14.0%
13.9%
13.6%
6.8%
5.9%

6.4%
3.9%
8.7%
8.8%
9.5%
3.6%
17.3%
3.8%

Compiled by Peterson Institute and World Resources Institute from: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Industry Economic Accounts (2007), and from the World Trade Organization.
Source:

A second measure of trade exposure competition is the tariffs countries have placed on imports to
protect their sector from international competition, fair or unfair. In some sense this measure
indicates the perceived threat that international competition presents to the viability (and thus,
potential relocation) of domestic production. The metric presented in Table 4 is the average tariff
rate applied on that sector’s products by the 15 largest members of the World Trade Organization
(WTO). As indicated, this metric suggests that labor-intensive industries, such as apparel, textiles,
and furniture have received the most attention in tariff determinations. Among greenhouse gasintensive sectors, nonmetallic mineral products (glass, cement, and lime) have received the most
attention, followed by nonferrous metals, such as aluminum, while paper received the least
attention.

¢ȱȱȱȱȱ¢ȱ
A company’s ability to respond to carbon policies depends on the alternatives available and on the
timing and costs of mandated action. Although, as noted earlier, a comprehensive review of
carbon policy options for industry is beyond the scope of this report, a recent report by McKinsey
& Company illustrates some of the cost and potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
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industry. The report found that significant cost-effective reductions can be achieved by 2030.22 A
summary of that potential is provided in Figure 4 below.

. Abatement Options for U.S. Industrial and Waste Cluster:2030 Mid-Range
Case(options under $50/ton CO2e)

Figure 4

Source: McKinsey & Company, Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much at What Cost? (December
2007) p. 50.

Although the report identifies opportunities for reductions by 2030, it also notes the problem of
fragmentation. Specifically, it notes that much of the abatement potential is spread over 75+
options and dependent on either favorable economics or regulatory support. As stated in the
report:
Although the reference case assumes that improvements in the energy intensity or processes
in some sub-sectors (e.g., aluminum, food, cement) will avoid some 470 megatons of future
emissions, these improvements are not assured and still must be captured. Without
supportive regulatory structures, some of these improvements may not be made or the
emission will be “off-shored” to other economies, with U.S. domestic GHG emissions
decreasing and global emissions staying flat or rising.23

Timing also affects the availability of options and the ability of industry to respond to carbon
policy. Indeed, all of the factors identified here are affected by the timing of any carbon policy. As

22

McKinsey & Company, Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much at What Cost? (December 2007).
McKinsey & Company, Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much at What Cost? (December 2007), p.
51.
23
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stated in a joint Peterson Institute for International Economics and World Resources Institute
report:
In the short term, most firms have limited ability to improve the efficiency of capital stock or
switch to alternative sources of energy. How much of the energy cost increase the firm must
absorb then depends on the immediate availability of substitutes for the firm’s products.
Over the medium and long terms, firms have greater ability to seek out lower-carbon fuel
sources and develop more energy-efficient technology.24

ȱȱȱȱ
There are three basic approaches to assisting greenhouse-gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries:
(1) assist domestic industry; (2) penalize foreign competitors; and (3) develop alternative sectoral
approaches. It should be noted that these categories are not mutually exclusive; all three could be
used, either in combination for a given industry, or separately as appropriate to a given industry’s
characteristics and needs.

ȱȱ ¢ȱ
In some ways, the simplest approach is to assist domestic industry to compensate for the negative
economic effects of carbon policies. Depending on the carbon scheme approach (cap-and-trade,
carbon tax, regulations, etc.) the assistance could be in the form of (1) free allocation of
allowances (cap-and-trade program), (2) tax credits (carbon tax), or (3) cash payments (any
approach). To the extent that many carbon regimes include substantial support for research and
development (R&D), this approach is already incorporated in the overall debate. Federal support
for R&D also could be considered as one approach to the objective of encouraging a smooth
transition to a less-carbon-intensive industry. This discussion explores options that go beyond
R&D in efforts to assist greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries.

ȱȱȱ ȱȱȱȬȬȱȱ
A cap-and-trade program is based on two premises. First, a set amount of greenhouse gases
emitted by human activities can be assimilated by the ecological system without undue harm.
Thus the goal of the program is to put a ceiling, or cap, on the total emissions of greenhouse
gases. Second, a market in pollution licenses between polluters is the most cost-effective means
of achieving a given reduction. This market in pollution licenses (or allowances, each of which is
equal to 1 ton of carbon dioxide equivalent) is designed so that owners of allowances can trade
those allowances with other emitters who need them or retain (bank) them for future use or sale.
Allowances may be allocated free by the federal government to affected entities or other parties,
or auctioned by the government for a variety of purposes.
Creating an allowance system is similar to creating a new currency. The allowance has value that
can be converted to cash via a market clearing mechanism, such as an exchange. Thus, allocating
allowances for free is essentially the same as distributing money or assistance to affected parties.

24

Carbon Playing Field: International Competition and US Climate Policy Design (2008), p. 8.
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A program similar to a free allocation approach under a cap-and-trade scheme can be achieved
under a carbon tax regime. Instead of providing industries with free allowances, a tax credit
program would provide tax credits to them. For industries with substantial direct greenhouse gas
emissions, the tax credit approach would be very straightforward as both the eligible emissions
and the carbon tax would be well known (unlike free allowances where the precise value of the
allotment can only be estimated beforehand). For industries with substantial indirect emissions,
the process would be more involved as the eligible emissions for credit would have to be
estimated; an estimate that would depend on industry, source of energy, and process involved.
Like a free allocation system, the system could be phased out over time in order to encourage a
smooth transition to a less carbon-intensive industry.

ȱ¢ȱ
A third approach to assisting greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industry is a
straightforward transfer of funds from the government to the companies. Such an approach offers
the most flexibility in terms of how much to offer and guidance on its use. The payments could be
restrictive and focused on specific issues, such as research, development, and demonstration of
technologies, to more expansive concerns such as keeping the company “whole” in terms of
shareholder value or other metrics. Funds for the transfer could come from either general
revenues, carbon taxes, allowance auctions, or a combination of sources.

ȱǱȱ£ȱȱȱ
The most direct, although potentially complex, means of addressing the trade issue would be to
penalize foreign competitors who produce and export carbon intensive goods without having to
meet comparable carbon policies affecting producers in the importing country. Generally with
respect to climate change trade issues, the relief being sought is in the form of a border
adjustment that raises the cost basis for the competing goods, potentially to a level that reflects
the carbon control costs borne by the importing nation’s goods.25 Because this is in effect
expanding the reach of regulation to foreign countries, implementation issues are far more
complicated than the domestic-based options discussed above. The overall objective of a border
adjustment would be to encourage negotiation by the United States of binding multilateral and
bilateral agreements and to level the playing field with countries that have not taken action
“comparable” to proposed U.S. action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The two forms of border adjustments being discussed most are (1) countervailing duties, and (2)
International Reserve Allowances. The primary difference between them is that the first levies
conventional tariffs on imports to level the playing field, while the second imposes a shadow
allowance requirement on imports to create a de facto tariff. Either could be difficult to
implement. As stated by the Australian Government in its Green Paper:
For imported goods, effective border adjustments would be very difficult to implement
transparently. This is because adjustment would require accurate tracking of all inputs used
in the production of a ‘landed’ good to determine both the amount of embedded emissions in
25

For background on trade remedies, see CRS Report RL32371, Trade Remedies: A Primer, by Vivian C. Jones.
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that good and the effective carbon price that has been applied to the inputs. For example, it
would be highly complex to determine the emissions and carbon cost embedded in an
imported finished aluminum product. Access to reliable and robust data from other
jurisdictions is not straightforward, and the complexity of the task is significantly increased
when multiple jurisdictions contribute to the production of the good.26

ȱȱ
Countervailing duties are a means of providing relief to domestic industries who are subject to
competition from subsidized imported products. Imposed as an additional import duty on the
subsidized imported good, a countervailing duty can prevent imported goods from being sold in
the domestic market at prices less than “similar” products produced domestically. Under this
approach, the lack of “comparable” carbon policies by foreign countries would be considered a
subsidy by the United States and a countervailing duty based on the embedded carbon in their
imported good would be levied.27 Under a carbon tax scheme, the tax would be based on the
carbon tax and embedded carbon. Under a cap-and-trade program, the tax would be based on an
average allowance price and embedded carbon. However, imposition of countervailing duties
based on the embedded carbon in imports would raise complex issues of law under the WTO.28

ȱȱ ȱ
In place of a countervailing duty, this second approach to providing relief is an international
reserve allowance (IRA) requirement—essentially a cap-and-trade scheme focused on imports of
greenhouse gas-intensive products with each IRA equal to one metric ton of carbon dioxide
equivalent. Basically the IRA requirement would require that, in order for greenhouse gasintensive products from countries with insufficient carbon policies to enter the United States, they
must be accompanied by a prescribed amount of “international reserve allowances” based on
greenhouse gas emissions generated in the production of the products. The import requirement
would enter into effect after a reasonable time had passed for negotiations on an acceptable
greenhouse gas reduction program.
Generally, proposed legislation would require the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to
calculate an annual IRA requirement for each category of covered goods from a covered country.
It would make this determination based on best available information and publish the
requirements before the beginning of each compliance year. Also, EPA would be required to
establish a method for calculating the required number of IRAs for each category of covered
goods from a covered foreign country; the method is to apply to covered goods manufactured and
processed in a single country and to require submission of IRAs on a per-unit basis for each
category of covered goods from a covered country. In addition, EPA would have to establish
separate procedures for determining applicable IRA requirements for goods that are “primary
products” and are manufactured or processed in more than one covered country. EPA would have
to revise these various IRA requirements annually.

26

Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green Paper
(July 2008), p. 300.
27
For more information on this approach, see Joseph E. Stiglitz, Making Globalization Work, (New York, 2006).
28
Robert Howse, “Book Review: The End of the Globalization Debate: A Review Essay,” Harvard Law Review,
(2007-2008) p. 1542.
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As generally outlined in proposed legislation, a covered good under the program: (1) is a
“primary product” or “manufactured item for consumption,” (2) generates a “substantial quantity”
of direct or indirect greenhouse gas emissions in its manufacture, and (3) is “closely related” to a
good whose cost of production in the United States is affected by a requirement in the proposed
legislation. A “primary product” would be iron, steel, steel mill products, aluminum, cement,
glass, pulp, paper, chemicals or industrial ceramics, and any other manufactured product that is
sold in bulk and generates in its manufacture direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
comparable to emissions generated in the manufacture of products by U.S. industrial entities that
would be subject to emissions caps in the proposed legislation. Indirect greenhouse gas emissions
are greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the generation of electricity consumed in
manufacturing of a covered good.
Comparable action is generally defined as any greenhouse gas regulatory programs, requirements
and other measures that, in combination are comparable in effect to actions carried out by the
United States though federal, state, and local measures to limit greenhouse gas emissions, based
on best available information.

ȱȱȱ
Sectoral approaches have become a blanket term to cover a multitude of different options to
address emissions from individual industrial sectors.29 They can be confined to domestic
industries, or be international in scope. They can be voluntary or mandatory. They can be
incorporated into cap-and-trade schemes, or function outside of such schemes as either an
alternative reduction program (mandatory), or an exemption (voluntary). For purposes of this
paper, the discussion of sectoral approaches will be limited to mandatory and voluntary schemes
that address the trade impacts of carbon policies.
For example, at the Conference of Parties (COP) held at Bali in December 2007, the International
Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) issued a paper calling for a carbon intensity cap on steel; the carbon
intensity of steel would be determined on a per-ton basis as the embedded carbon in steel divided
by its weight.30 The foundation of this sectoral approach would be the collection of carbon
dioxide data by steel plants in major steel producing countries. The data collected would be used
to develop intensity-based benchmarks for the industry. IISI argues that using this comprehensive
intensity-based approach to emissions from steel production “will allow production normalised
CO2 emission comparisons between regions that are not possible today.” As stated by IISI: “By
including all the major steel producing countries, world wide competition will no longer be
harmed in an industry where over 40% of products are already traded internationally.”31
This approach has been endorsed by the American Iron and Steel Institute, whose press release
states the approach is also supported by IISI members in both the developed and developing
countries, including China.32 It has also been reported by the Financial Times that the approach is
29

For a review of options, see Richard Baron et al., Sectoral Approaches to Greenhouse Gas Mitigation (November
2007).
30
International Iron and Steel Institute, A Global Section Approach to CO2 Emissions Reduction for the Steel Industry
(December 2007).
31
International Iron and Steel Institute, A Global Section Approach to CO2 Emissions Reduction for the Steel Industry
(December 2007), p. 4.
32
American Iron and Steel Institute, North American Steelmakers Endorse Global Sectoral Approach to Addressing
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supported by the China Iron and Steel Association.33 Such a carbon intensity mechanism could be
used for several industries for which foreign competition and emissions leakage are serious
concerns. Obviously, many parameters and specifics would have to be negotiated to determine
whether such an approach would be effective in addressing the concerns identified here.
The basic structure of a sectoral approach depends on the overall purpose it is designed to
achieve. For example, a voluntary scheme could have the characteristics of an exemption with no
penalty for failing to make progress toward achieving the overall purpose of the program.
However, the program would probably only affect direct emissions; industry would still have to
respond to any cost impacts from indirect emissions. Other voluntary schemes could make
participation voluntary, but once a company agrees, the scheme would be mandatory for that
company. This is how many approaches to encouraging participation by developing countries are
designed. The current Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) reflects this line of thinking.
For a mandatory scheme, the linkages between it and the broader program would be key to
accomplishing the overall purposes of the program. Because this paper limits its discussion to
international approaches, the strength of a sectoral approach is that it would at least start the
process of incorporating developing countries into a global approach to climate change.
Despite the wide variety of sectoral approaches proposed, there are some commonalities among
them.
The first is transparency of important parameters (also called “benchmarks”), including definition
and boundary of affected sectors, agreed upon performance metrics and indicators, and
identification of best practices. As stated by the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) Task
Force:
Without such data, collected bottom-up by industry and verified by an independent third
party, there is no justification for sectoral approaches. Only verified data can ensure that
industry commitments, whether voluntary, unilateral or negotiated with government, lead to
‘real’ and ‘measurable’ reductions beyond a business-as-usual scenario.34

The second is the sharing and dissemination of best practices within a sector to increase
efficiency and transfer of technology.
The third is mechanisms to encourage incorporation of installations in developing countries into
the overall scheme. Mechanisms include technical assistance, technology transfer, greenhouse gas
credits for reductions, and threats of regulation.

(...continued)
Climate Change (December 13, 2007).
33
Peter March, “China Trade Body Backs Check on Steel Emissions,” Financial Times (October 10, 2007).
34
Bjorn Stigson, Christian Egenhofer and Noriko Fujiwara, Global Sectoral Industry Approaches to Climate Change:
The Way Forward (Brussels, 2008) p. 24.
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This section is divided into two components: (1) general issues and questions raised by the
various approaches (design, effects, etc.), and (2) discussions of specific options. It is not
comprehensive, but illustrative of the range of questions and consequences these initiatives
present.

ȱȱ ȱȱȱ
The design of an assistance program—the goals, eligible participants, implementation, and
enforcement—would be difficult to define in a manner that satisfies all parties. There is every
incentive for any industry facing a cost increase from carbon policies to claim that its competitive
position could be diminished, thereby justifying special consideration by the government. The
government would be in the difficult position of picking winners and losers, sometimes without
access to important, but proprietary, data. The following discussion outlines some of the
challenges entailed in crafting an acceptable program.

ȱȱ ȱȱȱ
At first glance, this would seem a simple question with a simple answer. However, there have
been a variety of purposes and objectives suggested for proposals to assist trade-exposed,
greenhouse gas-intensive industries. They include (1) promote negotiation of an international
agreement; (2) prevent the leakage of carbon emissions from countries with carbon policies to
those without them; (3) remove a barrier to enacting domestic legislation; (4) assist industry in
making a smooth transition to a less-carbon-intensive future; (5) level the competitive playing
field that carbon policies may upset; and (6) prevent or mitigate potential job losses from carbon
policies. These are discussed below.

ȱȱ ȱȱ
As suggested earlier, the problems arising from differentiation would not exist if there were an
international agreement on reducing global greenhouse gas emissions that placed all significant
greenhouse gas emitting countries under a coherent regulatory regime. This criterion raises
numerous questions about what would constitute a fair agreement, or comparable obligations by
developing countries; however, it represents the long-term solution to the trade (and climate
change) issue. In the case of sectoral approaches, this is their primary purpose, less so for
domestic assistance options.
On a more practical level, the need to promote an international agreement also reflects the
strictures of the WTO, if a border adjustment is being considered. Since a border adjustment may
well violate the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), a measure that is successfully
challenged on this ground would need to be justified under a GATT exception. While GATT
Article XX contains an exception for “measures relating to the conservation of exhaustible
resources,” provided that domestic production or consumption restrictions are also imposed, such
a measure may not be “applied in a manner which would constitute arbitrary or unjustifiable
discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail or a disguised restriction on
international trade.” In determining whether “unjustifiable” discrimination exists, the WTO
Appellate Body would probably examine whether the United States had made “serious efforts” to
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negotiate agreements before imposing an import barrier.35 Attempts to impose a trade barrier
without such efforts would make the barrier more difficult to justify and thus more likely to be
considered a WTO violation.

ȱȱȱ
The environmental rationale for seeking a sectoral agreement, or imposing trade restrictions or
assisting domestic production, is to prevent carbon leakage. Such a goal is environmental, not
economic. Indeed addressing carbon leakage would likely drive up the cost of compliance with
any carbon reduction program. As stated by the Australian Government’s Green Paper:
If Australia was solely concerned about minimizing the domestic cost of meeting a reduction
in emissions, it would be unconcerned about carbon leakage. However, given the global
nature of the climate change problem, the potential for carbon leakage provides a rationale to
use policy to influence the locational decisions of emissions-intensive industries on
environmental grounds.36

For border adjustments, avoiding carbon leakage would also be the primary rationale for
qualifying for an exception under GATT. As suggested above, the ability to separate and quantify
the effects of differentiated carbon policies and the mitigating effects of any policy response
would be difficult. There are no guarantees that any proposed solution would prevent carbon
leakage, or that any assistance would prevent the migration of production and jobs abroad. Trade
is a multi-faceted and complex series of interactions.

ȱ ȱȱ
Much of the political basis for supporting sectoral approaches, domestic assistance, or trade
restrictions for greenhouse gas-intensive industries is to protect domestic jobs in those industries.
On a nationwide basis, greenhouse gas-intensive industries are not a substantial source of
employment on a percentage basis. Data compiled by the Peterson Institute for International
Economics and the World Resources Institute indicate that five such industries (ferrous and
nonferrous metals, nonmetal mineral products, basic chemicals and pulp and paper) account for
1.7% of U.S. employment (2.25 million jobs) and 3.0% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).37
Overall, manufacturing is responsible for about 10.6% of U.S. employment and 12.4% of GDP. In
addition, a carbon policy is likely to create jobs in other parts of the economy, such as renewable
and energy conservation technologies, reducing or potentially eliminating job loss on a
nationwide basis.
Nevertheless, this would be cold comfort to communities directly affected by potential job loss
from the potential trade imbalance created by differentiated carbon policy. Although a small
percentage of total employment and GDP, factories and companies can be a significant employer
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Department of Climate Change, Commonwealth of Australia, Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme: Green Paper
(July 2008), p. 293.
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Peterson Institute for International Economics and World Resources Institute, Leveling the Carbon Playing Field:
International Competition and US Climate Policy Design (2008), p. 11.
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and generator of wealth in some states and local communities. For example, the manufacturing
sector in Indiana produces 18.9% of the state’s payroll jobs and 30.2% of its GDP.38
Although job loss is a major concern, it is not a concern recognized by the WTO as a rationale to
justify a GATT-inconsistent measure. In addition, any assistance provided to industry does not
guarantee that jobs will not be lost or moved. As suggested previously, locational decisions by
companies are multi-faceted: Assistance to mitigate the effects of carbon policies will not
necessarily affect competitiveness issues with respect to labor rates, exchange rates, or other
relevant factors.

ȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
This is the most publicized economic argument in favor of sector approaches, domestic
assistance, or tariffs for greenhouse-gas intensive, trade-exposed industries. However, this is a
somewhat vague notion as it is not clear what, or how much, assistance would level the playing
field, and at what costs to other parts of the economy. As stated by the Australian Government:
It is difficult to determine how much EITE [emissions-intensive trade-exposed] assistance
would be needed to prevent carbon leakage. Some have argued that there is a direct
relationship between a loss in profitability and carbon leakage, and that Government
intervention could be warranted to restore the profitability of EITE entities to levels that
would have occurred without a carbon constraint. In the extreme case, and all other things
constant, this would imply assistance at a direct dollar-for-dollar rate for the impact of the
carbon price. Under such an approach, the Government would continue to provide assistance
even if other factors substantially increased the profitability of EITE entities. ...
The level of assistance to EITE industries over time must also be balanced against the impact
on non-assisted sectors. In particular, the design of the EITE-assistance policy needs to take
into account the fact that a declining national emission cap combined with a growing
national economy implies that the burden (or cost) of achieving a given national reduction in
emissions would increase over time. This suggests that the degree of EITE assistance may
need to be adjusted over time to ensure the sustainability of the EITE policy, otherwise EITE
assistance would constitute a growing share of a shrinking quantity of national emissions,
leading to higher costs for the rest of the economy.39

This need for balance in any assistance is echoed by other studies. The Peterson Institute for
International Economics and the World Resources Institute suggest that focusing on the
competitive concern of carbon intensive industries is a “fairly narrow interpretation of U.S.
competitiveness.”40 Following the rationale of the Australian Government’s Green Paper, the two
institutions make three arguments for caution in designing assistance for greenhouse gasintensive industries: (1) a move to a more carbon-constrained economy requires a “fundamental”
shift that requires a strong regulatory environment to promote; (2) assistance to greenhouse gas
intensive, trade-exposed industries comes at a cost to the economy as a whole; (3) to the extent
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assistance to greenhouse gas intensive, trade-exposed industries delays reductions by those
industries, that delay has costs in terms of increased emissions.41

ȱȱȱȱȱȱȬȬ ȱȱ
If one accepts the need for a transition to a less-carbon-intensive future, assistance to greenhouse
gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries could be justified to the extent it promotes such a
transition with less economic pain. As stated by the Australian Government:
The second reason [after avoiding carbon leakage] for assisting trade-exposed industries is
that it may smooth the transition of the economy towards one that embodies a price on
carbon. Given the significant differences between the emissions profiles of industries, a
carbon price could have a markedly greater impact on some industries than on others.
Government could place a priority on providing transitional assistance to those entities and
industries that would be most severely affected by the introduction of the scheme. This
would involve giving priority towards assisting existing industries, particularly those with
significant “sunk” capital investments, few opportunities to reduce their emissions profiles
and a limited capacity to pass through the carbon cost.42

This purpose reinforces the need for a balance between the desire to “level the playing field” as
suggested above, with the need to achieve the overall environmental goal that the carbon policy is
designed to achieve.

ȱȱȱȱȱȱ
This purpose reflects the historic difficulties in the United States of committing to national,
mandatory emission targets.43 The reluctance of the United States to adopt mandatory actions
reflects concerns about costs, as witnessed by the U.S. negotiation and ratification of the 1992
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).44 The UNFCCC reflects
this negotiating position of the United States and some other countries in that it calls for voluntary
control measures. Senate floor debate on ratification of the treaty brought out concerns by some
Senators about the cost of compliance, its impact on the country’s competitiveness, and the
comprehensiveness with respect to the developing countries—concerns that were overcome
because of the non-binding nature of the reduction goals.45
Assistance to greenhouse gas intensive, trade-exposed industries is a direct attempt to respond to
the competitiveness and comprehensiveness concerns that have been expressed in Congress and
other venues for almost two decades.
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Among the fundamental questions any assistance program must answer is “Who is eligible for
assistance?” The previous discussion suggests that greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed
industries could be the most competitively disadvantaged by carbon policies that increase costs.
Those increased costs could be imposed directly if the reduction program included industrial
emissions under its regime, and/or indirectly through increases in immediate products those
industries consume in the making of their products (such as energy). Three criteria stand out for
determining the potential eligibility of an industry, sub-industry, or company for assistance.
•

Is the sector or product greenhouse gas-intensive? Under some metric (profit,
value added, employment), is the sector’s viability strongly tied to a greenhouse
gas-intensive process?

•

Would the sector’s competitive situation be substantially upset by carbon policies
through its inability to pass on costs related to them? Under a fragmented
international regime, would the sector be exposed to competition from companies
in countries not anticipated to respond for some time with significant carbon
policies of their own?

•

Does the sector have only a limited ability to cost-effectively reduce its emissions
or obtain compliance through another means, at least in the short-term? Does this
situation present a significant downside risk economically in terms of lost
production and jobs and environmentally in terms of carbon leakage?

What the steel example discussed earlier suggests is that products that are greenhouse gasintensive with relatively low value added (such as crude steel) are potentially most at risk of
significant cost increases. If, in addition, high greenhouse gas-intensive, low added-value
products are fairly homogeneous and can be readily bought in international markets, domestic
manufacturers of them (such as raw steel producers) may be price-takers on world markets with
limited ability to pass through carbon-related costs. Parts of several industry sectors may fall into
this category, including cement, lime, some basic chemicals, and primary metals (such as primary
aluminum), along with some glass and paper products. However, the steel example illustrates that
defining “greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed” industries will not be a straightforward
process, as trade exposure, carbon costs, and pricing dynamics may differ within a sector. Under
some assistance options, developing eligibility criteria could put the government in the position of
picking winners and losers, and creating the potential for a drawn-out and litigious process.
Overall, the discussion suggests that determining industry eligibility would not be straightforward
and would require drawing lines and making fine distinctions. Issues requiring resolution would
include (1) the level of disaggregation to use in determining eligibility; (2) the metric that would
be used to determine eligibility; and (3) the entity and data that would do the determining. All of
these determinations would be controversial.

ȱ ȱ
It is the details of the proposed assistance that would determine its effectiveness in achieving any
of the purposes discussed above. Some of the more critical implementation questions are
identified below.
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ȱȮȱ  ȱǵȱ
The above discussion suggests an important tradeoff to the economy between providing
assistance to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries and increasing the burden of
carbon policy compliance on other parts of the economy. Assistance would increase the overall
cost of compliance in hope of achieving a smoother economic transition to a low-carbon future.
However, determining the appropriate amount would be controversial and contentious. Issues
include:
•

How much should be allocated and in what form (tariffs, domestic assistance,
sectoral approach, etc.)?

•

How much should the assistance be tailored to individual sectors, subsectors, or
facilities?

•

What metrics and baselines should be used to make these decisions?

ȱȱȱȮȱ  ȱǵȱ
If a long-term, substantial greenhouse gas reduction is desired, all sectors would have to
participate in the reductions at some point. The longer participation by one sector is delayed, the
higher the costs on the participating sectors. However, the ability of greenhouse gas-intensive,
trade-exposed industries to join a reduction program may vary substantially, depending on
research and development results, compliance strategies by industries providing important
feedstocks to their processes, and general economic conditions and demand for their products.
Issues include:
•

How differentiated should the timing of the assistance be by sector, subsector, or
facility?

•

How should any adjustments to assistance over time be determined?

•

Under what conditions should the assistance be terminated?

ȱȱȱȮȱ  ȱȱȱǵȱ
Each option faces significant implementation and enforcement issues. Fragmentation is a key
characteristic of greenhouse gas intensive, trade-exposed industries, in terms of their greenhouse
gas intensiveness, their trade exposure, and their sector economics. This situation would put
substantial demands on the implementing body with respect to data needs and methodologies.
Data and methodologies would need to be robust enough to justify determinations (including any
WTO challenges in the case of border adjustments), and to enforce any requirements on domestic
or foreign producers. Finally, enforcement would require some definition of success or failure.
Issues raised include:
•

How will the necessary data be collected and quality assured?

•

How will international cooperation be encouraged, both to negotiate an
agreement and to implement any tariff?

•

What metrics and methodologies will be used and how will they be tested for
rigor?

•

What criteria will be used to determine success or failure?
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The data needs for all these options are substantial—particularly for trade and sectoral
approaches. At the current time, there would be a clear tradeoff between the precision of a trade
or sectoral approach and the ability of the government to implement it. The international scope of
these two approaches multiplies the data challenges presented by at least an order of magnitude
over a domestic-only program. The challenge for data collection in developing countries may be
such that the government is forced to employ methodology, rather than empiricism, to construct
“data” sets—a process that would make a WTO challenge (in the case of trade approaches)
almost a certainty. A sectoral approach may be able to solicit assistance from those countries, if
they feel the approach is fair to them and that improved efficiency and technology will improve
their economic situation. In contrast, the sanctions approach of the trade schemes may not
encourage such countries to cooperate in the scheme.

ȱȱȱȱ
Attempting to resolve an international problem – the lack of a comprehensive international
climate change treaty – unilaterally can be an uncertain enterprise. The approaches outlined here
face daunting needs in terms of crafting a coherent program to achieve multiple goals. There is a
high probability of unintended consequences from any of these approaches. Trade and economics
involve dynamic processes that can respond to public policy in unanticipated ways. For example,
trade sanctions based on primary goods, such as steel and aluminum, could have undesirable
impacts on domestic downstream industries. An increase in the cost of raw steel or aluminum
could drive up the costs of domestically manufactured finished products, such as automobiles,
and encourage foreign countries to export more finished products to the United States. Indeed, a
country could redirect its exports from primary goods to finished goods to avoid the trade
sanctions. For example, South Korea, which exports both raw steel and automobiles, could focus
its industrial policy toward automobile exports and away from raw steel exports. Thus,
downstream companies that use greenhouse gas-intensive goods could have their competitiveness
undermined by attempts to protect greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries. This
consequence is less likely with domestic assistance or an international sectoral approach.
Another potential unintended consequence of a trade approach is that foreign countries with more
stringent carbon polices than those proposed in the United States could turn the tables. The
European Union (EU) has already agreed to a more stringent reduction program to 2020 than the
United States seems likely to adopt. Even if a U.S. trade program did not target the EU (because
of the “comparable” provisions), it is conceivable that the EU might target the United States.
There is also a risk that domestic subsidies could lead to unintended outcomes. For example, a
company receiving assistance might choose to use that money for something other than
modernizing or operating targeted carbon-intensive facilities. Instead, it might decide that the
overall competitiveness of a plant does not merit any modernization, and choose to close the
facility or reduce its production regardless of any assistance.
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Free allocations of allowances to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industry is the most
popular means of assistance for countries under the Kyoto Protocol. For phases 1 and 2 of the
European Union’s (EU) Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), member countries have almost
exclusively allocated allowances at no cost, and over-allocated in favor of industries in
competitive markets, compared with the electric power sector. Likewise, the Australian
Government’s Green Paper recommends free allocation of allowances under its proposed capand-trade program to assist greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries. Finally, New
Zealand has announced that it intends to use free allocation as its means of assisting its industries.
A primary advantage of a free allocation system is that it doesn’t necessarily exempt greenhouse
gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries from the cap-and trade program. Thus, cost-effective
reductions may still be made, lowering overall cost of the program compared with an approach
that exempts them completely. Also, incorporating their emissions in the cap from the beginning
helps industries become familiar with the workings of the carbon market and how to develop
least-cost strategies to comply with increasingly stringent reductions and likely reductions in free
allocations. This could assist in determining how long any assistance should be in effect and with
the smooth transition objective identified above. Also, as the EU-ETS experience suggests,
attempting to add exempted industries in a piecemeal process can be a difficult task. Putting them
under the cap from the beginning makes the direction of greenhouse gas emission policy for
industry clear.
This is not to say that designing a free allocation system would be simple. As suggested
previously, there are at least two major points of contention in the design of such an approach: (1)
What percentage of the total available allowances should be allocated free to greenhouse gasintensive, trade-exposed industries? and (2) What methodology and metrics should be used to
apportion the free allowances among the various industries and sub-industries? The first point of
contention highlights the zero-sum game that is allowance allocations under a cap-and-trade
program: allowances given free to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries cannot be
given to other heavily impacted industries (such as electric utilities) or sold by the government at
auction to fund other government objectives or tax reform. Resolution of this tradeoff would
determine how much relief greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries would receive. For
example, the Australian’s Government’s green paper recommends up to 30% of available
allowances be allocated free to greenhouse gas-intensive, traded-exposed industries. This would
be allocated under a two-tier system where heavily greenhouse gas-intensive industries (on a
revenue basis) would receive free allowances to cover 90% of their emissions, while somewhat
lesser greenhouse gas-intensive industries would receive 60%.46
A variety of metrics and options are available for resolving the second point of contention. Free
allowance allocations could be weighted in a manner to encourage increased domestic production
of greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed goods and to discourage “off-shoring” of that
production (e.g., an output based allocation). Such a methodology would help meet objectives
such as reduced carbon leakage and reduced job losses. Another example would be to protect
46
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shareholder value: keeping the companies “whole.” In its green paper, the Australian Government
recommends a metric based on greenhouse gas emissions per unit of revenue, stating: “A measure
of emissions per unit of revenue would be the most transparent and comparable indicator of the
materiality of the carbon cost impact across different traded industries.”47
From an economic standpoint, an important disadvantage of free allocation is that allowances
allocated free are allowances the government cannot auction and from which there are no
proceeds to address other concerns. Economic studies have found that, if revenues received from
an auction-based allocation system are used in the most economically efficient manner, the
overall costs imposed on the economy by a cap-and-trade program could be reduced
substantially.48 Economists maintain that the most economically efficient application of auction
revenues would be as an offset for reductions made in taxes on desirable activities, such as
employment or personal income.49 Likewise, the auction revenues could be used to support other
public polices, such as research and development or relief to low-income families.50 To the extent
allowances are allocated free to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries, these other
options are excluded.
A second disadvantage is that the difficulty in determining an appropriate apportionment of
allowances opens the possibility of “windfall profits” by some industries or sub-industries. The
amount necessary to compensate industries varies by industry.51 In addition, the allowance price
will also vary over time, and may not strictly track costs. Thus, the chances that some industries
could be over-compensated is significant.52 This issue has been raised with the EU-ETS and is of
continuing concern there.53
A final disadvantage of free allocation is that it might not achieve some of the purposes outlined
above. Particularly if allowances are apportioned according to historic production, companies
may simply pocket the allowances and still lower production or move off-shore. This can be
avoided if the apportionment is based on output. Likewise, the option may have no effect on the
crafting of an acceptable international agreement.
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Under a carbon tax scheme, carbon tax credits to greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed
industries would be similar, in effect, to a free allocation under a cap-and-trade system. The
primary advantage of a carbon tax credit option is that most carbon tax proposals assume realtime emissions monitoring (or derivative calculations based on real-time fuel consumption). Realtime allocation (as opposed to allotments based on historical emissions) would naturally respond
to changes in production (and derivative job gains/losses). There would be little chance for
“windfall” profits, assuming accurate emissions monitoring.
The primary disadvantage of a carbon tax credit is that, depending on how it is designed,
greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries receiving the credits could have little
incentive to make greenhouse gas reductions on their own. The precision available in allocating
tax credits removes carbon price as a factor in production and planning. This problem could be
addressed by a phase-out schedule tailored to encourage commercialization of more carbonefficient technology and processes, although trying to tailor such a phase-out to each industry or
sub-industry’s specific situation could be complicated and contentious.

ȱ¢ȱ
The primary advantage of cash payments is transparency. Particularly with free allowance
allocations under a cap-and-trade program, there is some veil over exactly how much is being
given to individual sectors, subsectors, or companies. With cash payments, it can be made clear
who is getting what and how much. The allocations could be a matter of public record, making
public and congressional oversight more straightforward. Likewise, any phasing out of the
assistance over time would be clear.
The disadvantage of cash payments is possible imprecision in allocations: Under a cap-and trade
program, cash payments would be based on estimates of allowance prices and would have to be
reconciled with the actual price at some point (such as the end of the year). That estimates would
be off is likely, providing affected facilities with either a short term, no-cost loan (if too high), or
a short-term added expense (if too low). More precision is likely under a carbon tax regime.
However, arguably, a cash payment program would be redundant under a carbon tax scheme as a
tax credit could also be transparent and little would be gained by having the government collect
the money only to return it (particularly in the case of direct emissions).

ȱśŚȱ
The two versions of border adjustments identified in this report have been discussed extensively.
Countervailing duties have been widely discussed in Europe, with an eye on imposing such a
requirement on the United States,55 and an international reserve allowance scheme has been
embodied in several legislative proposals in the United States. Border adjustments are seen as
54
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being relatively economically efficient (compared with domestic assistance). The duty on imports
would allow the domestic carbon program to be implemented in the most cost-effective manner
without the distorting effects of targeted, domestic assistance, while protecting greenhouse gasintensive, trade-exposed industries from being unfairly targeted by foreign competitors not
undergoing a transition to a less-carbon intensive economy.
Whether it would level the playing field with respect to international trade, or encourage foreign
countries to pass carbon policies of their own is more debatable. For example, avoiding carbon
leakage with a trade approach may neither encourage major developing countries like China and
India to commit to carbon targets, nor greatly influence their overall exports. As suggested by
American Enterprise Institute (AEI) Center for Regulatory and Market Studies in a recent report:
As a means of coercing China, this strategy would face long odds. First, why would China
and India, by adopting domestic GHG controls, handicap all of their global trade merely to
avoid sanctions on a quite small part of their economies? Less than 1 percent of Chinese steel
production is sold to America in a form that would make it liable to sanctions. For
aluminum, the number is only 3 percent. It is 2 percent for paper and less than 1 percent for
both basic chemicals and cement. Second, one country adopting trade sanctions, or a few
countries doing so, will merely change the geographic pattern of trade flows without having
much impact on the total demand for Chinese energy-intensive goods. U.S. sanctions on
China would cause countries with low-carbon steel, aluminum, or other industries to increase
their exports to the U.S. and increase their own imports from China. It is implausible to
suggest that this threat would compel China to adopt GHG controls that would remotely
resemble the severity of those being proposed in America.[footnote omitted]56

The international scope of the border adjustment approach and the complex nature of trade makes
design of a program difficult. Terms including “comparable action,” “similar products,” and
“embedded carbon” would have to be defined in a manner that avoids arbitrary and unjustifiable
discrimination between exporting countries in order to comply with WTO requirements, and
methodologies developed to give meaning to them. Then a price per ton of embedded carbon
would have to be determined. Assuming a carbon tax scheme domestically, this price would be
obvious; in an International Reserve Allowance system under a cap-and-trade scheme, the price
would have to be linked in some manner to prevailing allowance prices.
The definitions and methodologies needed to implement a border adjustment have different webs
of complexity. For example:

56

•

How close should “comparable” action be to “identical”? If a country achieves
the same percentage reduction without any comprehensive program, is that
“comparable”? What if that program achieves the same results as the United
States, but exempts greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries? If a
country achieves more stringent reduction levels than the United States, does the
United States concede the right for them to impose a border adjustment against
it? When does a comparable action have to occur? How should country of origin
be determined?

•

How is “similar product” determined? To what category, sub-category, or
product-specific level will determinations be made? How broad should the scope
of the program be? How will necessary international trade and carbon data be

Lee Lane and David Montgomery, Political Institutions and Greenhouse Gas Controls, (November 2008) p. 11.
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collected to determine appropriate baskets of covered products? How do WTO
requirements affect the basket of covered products?
•

How is “embedded carbon” determined? At what level of aggregation will the
determination be made? Can a country have excessive embedded carbon for one
product, but not another? Can different companies within a country have
different embedded carbon estimates? What about products whose manufacture
involves several countries, some with comparable policies and some without?
Will products produced by different processes be considered together or
separately? What about the same products made with different energy sources?
What baselines should be used? How is potential gaming of the system
prevented?

In addition, an International Reserve Allowance (IRA) requirement raises various implementation
issues surrounding the need to administer a separate cap-and-trade program for IRAs. Beyond the
operating mechanics of a cap-and-trade program, the government would have to develop a pricing
mechanism for IRAs, and a compensating mechanism to account for any allowances allocated
free to domestic producers. Depending on the scope of the IRA scheme, its cap-and-trade system
could be substantial.

ȱȱ
Sectoral approaches have been suggested by various parties, such as the steel industry’s proposal
noted earlier, and were added to the negotiating agenda at the Bali conference of parties as
“cooperative sectoral approaches and sector-specific actions.” Because they cover a wide range of
options, the following discusses them in terms of basic issues, such as measuring success,
financing mechanisms, and crediting mechanisms.

ȱȱ
Several metrics could be used to determine an appropriate scheme for industry. These metrics are
not mutually exclusive; different industries could employ different metrics depending on the
specifics of that sector’s processes.
The most common metric being discussed for a sectoral-based approach is an output-based
performance standard. An output-based performance standard measures success by the amount of
greenhouse gases emitted per unit of output. Also called a carbon intensity target, this approach
does not limit total emissions (like an emissions cap), and, therefore, is seen by its proponents as
being more acceptable to developing countries who may see an emissions cap as restricting their
right to development.
Obviously, a performance standard requires an agreed-upon standard, or benchmark, for
participating companies to achieve. A benchmark allows participants to compare their
performance against an industry standard, optimal technology, or best practice. Benchmarks can
be developed at different levels of aggregation and by different methods (e.g., technical
assessment, historical averages, negotiation). The most precise and effective benchmarks are
based on technical assessment of best available technologies or practices, designed at a micro
level, and take into account the specific products and input mixes at a plant level. Thus plants
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with similar processes, products, and inputs can compare their performance with each other and
identify needed improvements. To the extent benchmarking57 is used on a more aggregated level
(including different processes, all similar products, etc.) the ability to improve individual plants or
processes may be lost.58
In a strictly voluntary scheme, benchmarking could be a means to determine best practice and
target technical assistance. However, it would not necessarily result in reductions if other factors,
such as low energy prices, make achieving best practice not cost effective, and the company
refused to join the effort. In addition, while technical-based benchmarks are a useful tool to
determine the current status of best practices within an industry, it provides little guidance on the
speed and magnitude of future technological advancements. Under a strictly voluntary system,
achieving the benchmark could become the end of the effort—an end short of the ultimate goals
of the program.
In a mandatory system (or a voluntary system that becomes mandatory upon acceptance), carrots
and sticks could be used to encourage industry to move toward the benchmark. Work by
Vanderborght, Baron, et al., provides one illustration of how this might work.59 As indicated by
Figure 5, companies operating at carbon intensity levels above the present industry average (pink
line that could be determined globally or differentiated by country) would be quickly and
increasingly penalized (red area), while companies operating below the average would receive a
modest and declining reward (blue area). Based on assessments of future advancements, the
baseline could be extended in the long-term. Additional carrots could be made available to
companies that adopt innovative processes that achieve this long-term goal (green area). The
appropriate sticks and carrots would depend on how the program is integrated into the overall
program and are discussed under “crediting mechanisms.”

57

Benchmarking can be defined as “the process of identifying the best practice in relation to products and processes,
both within an industry and outside it, with the object of using it as a guide and reference point for improving the
practice of one’s own organization.” “Benchmarking,” Dictionary of Business, (Oxford University Press, 2002).
58
Richard Baron, et al., Sectoral Approaches to Greenhouse Gas Mitigation (November 2007), pp. 28-29.
59
Figure was modified by Baron, op. cit., from original presentation by B. Vanderborght, The Cement-EU ETS
Kaleidoscope (2006), Presentation at the WBSCD-IEA Cement Workshop, Paris, September 5.
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Figure 5. Differentiated Benchmarking: Illustration of Incentives and Evolution

Figure was modified by Baron, op. cit., from original presentation by B. Vanderborght, The Cement-EU
ETS Kaleidoscope (2006), Presentation at the WBSCD-IEA Cement Workshop, Paris, September 5.
Source:

However, technical benchmarks, whether for a voluntary or a mandatory program, have
drawbacks, most notably around their need for data. Five identified by Baron et al. are as follows:
•

Benchmarking is a time-consuming, data-intensive activity, all the more so as
various conditions may need to be accounted for in an international approach.
There is a risk of inflation in the number of benchmarks, as operators will argue
special circumstances that all require special treatment.

•

In some cases, benchmarking may require disclosing data that companies judge
proprietary or of strategic importance. This may be handled through a careful
choice of performance indicators used in the benchmark.

•

It is a useful tool to describe an industry status “here and now” but as it is based
on today’s technologies and practice, it provides little guidance on what level
mitigation can be achieved in the future – as in some cases, technology is yet to
be invented. Can a benchmark then be used as a forward looking method?

•

The use of an average industry benchmark as a reference to allocate effort will
immediately define “winners” and losers” – i.e., installations that perform better
or worse than the chosen benchmark target. While the effect on their cost would
be a fair reflection of the cost associated with CO2 emissions, it may be difficult
to agree to, unless the benchmark is set as a future target, as illustrated in Figure
5.

•

There is an asymmetry of information between any industry and a government
when it comes to assessing the ability to adjust processes and to invest in new
technologies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It is not, a priori, in an
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industrial actor’s interest to reveal the full extent of its mitigation potential and its
real cost.
Because of these data needs, other possible performance standards have been proposed, such as
industrial average carbon intensity. Over time, the standard would be strengthened at an agreedupon rate toward the most efficient company or companies. A trading program could be created
between companies, with companies with intensities greater than the industry average buying
necessary allowances from companies with intensities less than the industry average. Essentially,
the system would constitute a separate cap-and-trade program based on carbon intensity rates
rather than a cap based on annual emissions. While such an approach would mitigate some of the
data needs of a technically based benchmark, issues such as level of aggregation for averages
would remain.

ȱȱ
Because a major focus of a sectoral approach is to encourage carbon policies in developing
countries, a financing mechanism to assist the transfer of technology and expertise is usually
included in a proposal, particularly the more voluntary the approach is.60 These mechanisms may
also include assistance to domestic companies that are inefficient producers to bring them up to
the agreed-upon performance standard. For example, the Dutch domestic sectoral approach to
improve industrial energy efficiencies includes financial and regulatory incentives to encourage
industry to sign voluntary agreements to reduce energy intensity.61 The funding source for these
incentives could come from allowance auctions (under a cap-and-trade program), carbon tax
revenues, or other mechanisms.

ȱȱ
Most proposals to credit reductions under a sectoral approach are tied to the allowances used in a
cap-and-trade program. As noted earlier, allowances are essentially a form of currency that can be
converted to a monetary value via a market. In some ways, a voluntary sectoral scheme with
crediting mechanisms already exists under the Kyoto Protocol: The Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM) provides a means for financing and receiving credit for installing technology
that reduces emissions in countries without mandatory carbon policies.62
However, CDM projects are on an ad hoc basis, and a sectoral scheme designed to address the
purposes identified here would require more structure and direction. As illustrated by Baron and
Ellis in Figure 6, the project-by-project baseline and reduction target of CDM would need to be
replaced by a broader country-specific, or policy specific, baseline and a calculated emission
reduction target. The approach would cover the entire sector, not just the most cost-effective
60
See Jake Schmidt, et al., Sector-based Approach to the Post-2012 Climate Change Policy Architecture, (August
2006), pp 13-20; and, Julia Renaud, Issues Behind Competitiveness and Carbon Leakage: Focus on Heavy Industry,
(OCED, October 2008) p. 100.
61
See Valentina Dinica, Hans Th. A. Bressers, and Theo de Bruijn, “The Implementation of a multi-annual agreement
for energy efficiency in The Netherlands,” Energy Policy (2007) pp. 1196-1212; and Nicole van Deeck, Transferring
the Dutch Success of Voluntary Agreements with Industry to other Countries,” The European Council for an EnergyEfficient Economy, Summer 2007 Study (June 2007), panel 7.
62
For a discussion of CDM as a crediting mechanism for sectoral approaches, see Julia Renaud, Issues Behind
Competitiveness and Carbon Leakage: Focus on Heavy Industry, (OCED, October 2008) pp. 97-100.
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opportunities as with CDM. Facilities that perform poorly would diminish the total quantity of
credits available to the sector as a whole, unless the program was voluntary with a “no-lose”
provision.63 The difficulties in setting these baselines and reduction targets were noted previously.

Figure 6. Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) vs. Sectoral Crediting Mechanism
(SCM)

Source:

Richard Baron et al., Sectoral Approaches to Greenhouse Gas Mitigation (November 2007), p. 32.

ȱ
Table 5 summarizes the three general approaches to address trade-related issues with respect to
the various objectives of these approaches. As indicated, each focuses on different objectives.
With respect to achieving the more comprehensive solution to trade issues—promoting an
international agreement—the range presented by the three approaches is clear and distinct.
Support for domestic industries, the approach most commonly included in legislative proposals, is
not focused on this objective; it is focused on preserving the industry’s current competitive
position and jobs and may, depending on the details, help transition that industry to the future.
Trade measures for foreign competitors, another approach commonly included in legislative
proposals, may provide a stick for international negotiation, but the primary focus is on protecting
greenhouse gas-intensive, trade-exposed industries from “unfair” competition while the country
awaits an international agreement. Finally, the sectoral approach represents a range of options
focused on integrating developing countries’ industrial bases into a mutually acceptable
international framework that provides a level playing field for all participants. Whether any of
these approaches would have appreciable effects on carbon leakage is unclear.
63
Richard Baron et al., Sectoral Approaches to Greenhouse Gas Mitigation (November 2007), pp. 31-32. For
information on “no lose” sectoral approaches, see Jake Schmidt et al., Sector-based Approach to the Post-2012 Climate
Change Policy Architecture (August 2006).
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As the U.S. debate on climate change proceeds, various proposals for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions contain provisions to address the trade-related issues presented here. Two of the most
common options are (1) subsidies for affected industries through allocation of free allowances
within cap-and-trade policies; and (2) border adjustments through an international reserve
allowance program. In addition to these domestic options, the Bali Action Plan includes sectoral
approaches as options for the next phase of the Kyoto Protocol. Other alternatives are also likely
to be debated.
Free allocation of allowances to greenhouse-gas intensive, trade-exposed industries is more
narrowly focused on assisting domestic industries maintain their current competitiveness in the
face of a domestic greenhouse gas reduction program. It has the virtue of relative simplicity
compared with the other approaches and options, but no greater guarantee of success. Companies
may choose to accept the assistance and not make the necessary improvements to existing
facilities to remain competitive in the increasingly carbon-constrained future. There are metrics
and benchmarks that could be used to allocate free allowances (carbon intensity, output-based
metrics) that can reduce these problems, but introduce complexity in terms of increased data
needs and methodological considerations. The allocation also comes at the cost of making the
program more expensive for the other participants.
The International Reserve Allowance scheme is a complex system focused on leveling the
playing field for domestic producers against competitors whose countries are not implementing
comparable greenhouse gas reductions. The international scope of the option and the complex
nature of trade makes design of a program difficult. Terms including “comparable action,”
“similar products, and “embedded carbon” would have to be defined in a manner that avoids
arbitrary and unjustifiable discrimination between exporting countries in order to comply with
WTO requirements, and methodologies developed to give meaning to them. Annual assessments
of countries’ actions would have to be made and new baselines set. Then a price per ton of
embedded carbon would have to be determined. The use of allowances, instead of money,
removes the transparency of a countervailing duty and makes tracking the impact of the scheme
on other parts of the economy difficult to determine. Finally, it is unclear how the affected trading
partners would respond, economically, environmentally, or politically.
This might encourage one to move to the sectoral approach as potentially more effective. It is
focused on achieving an international agreement that would make the playing field at least
acceptable to all parties. However, there is no blueprint currently that parties agree is the basis for
developing such an approach. It is possible that the 2009 Copenhagen conference will resolve the
fundamentals for such an approach, but what sort of contingencies one should consider in the
meanwhile, or in the face of failure, is unclear.
Finally, it is the details of any of these options that would ultimately determine their effectiveness
in achieving the various objectives. The potential options are almost endless. For example, if a
domestic assistance approach is chosen, allocation options include production output, historic
emissions, company profits or revenues, and technology or best practices benchmarks. Duration
options for such an approach would include anticipated technology or best practices
advancements (or best currently available), consummation of an international agreement, or some
criterion related to the economic health of the sector or industry. Options for data collection
include publicly available data from the Departments of Energy and/or Commerce, legislativelymandated requirement for the collection of data from companies wishing to receive assistance, or
government estimates based on best available data or modeling. In any case, the task would be
daunting for any of the approaches.
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The design of an assistance program—the goals, eligible participants, implementation, and
enforcement—would be difficult to define in a manner that satisfies all parties. There is every
incentive for any industry facing a cost increase from carbon policies to claim that its competitive
position could be diminished, thereby justifying special consideration by the government. The
government would be in the difficult position of picking winners and losers, sometimes without
access to important but proprietary data.
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. Summary of Major Approaches to Carbon Leakage and Competitiveness Concerns

Table 5

Promoting
International
Agreement

Prevent Carbon
Leakage

Prevent Job Loss

Level the Playing field

Encourage
Smooth
Transition

Remove Barrier to
Legislation

Assist Domestic
Industries through
free allowance
allocations, tax
credits, or cash
payments

Not a primary
focus of the
approach

Depends on what
industry does with the
allocations, tax credit, or
cash payment

Depends on what
industry does with
the allocations, tax
credit, or cash
payment

Amount of leveling
depends on design details:
who is included, what
emissions are included
(direct, indirect), and
amount of assistance
provided

Effectiveness
depends on design
details, including
phase-out schedule
and support for
new technology

Penalize foreign
competitors
through
countervailing duties
or an international
reserve allowance
program

Depends on how
trading partners
respond to the
coercive nature of
trade barrier

Primary focus of
the approach

Depends on the
reaction of the entire
economy to the
tariffs—jobs saved in
covered industries
could result in jobs
lost in downstream
industries
Depends on
substitution effects
and how voluntary it
is

Depending on the metric
chosen, playing field may
be returned to what it
was before the imposition
of carbon policies for
chosen industries; may
disturb the playing field
for downstream industries
Assuming global coverage
and participation, the
playing field could become
significantly more even
across countries
depending on the
performance metric
chosen

Effectiveness
depending on
design details,
including phase-out
schedule and
support for new
technology

Incorporate
industries through a
sectoral scheme

Depends on how trading
partners respond to the
trade barrier. Trading
partners may shift from
covered primary goods
to downstream finished
goods with no effect on
carbon leakage
Depends on substitution
effects and how
voluntary it is

Free allocation of
allowances has been
the dominant option
for addressing
competitive issues in
Europe, proposed for
Australia and New
Zealand
International reserve
allowance schemes
have been incorporated
in leading cap-and-trade
legislation in the United
States

Approaches
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Depends on metric
used for
performance
benchmark and
schedule for
efficiency
improvement

Sectoral schemes have
received trade
associations’
endorsements and are
recognized in the Bali
Action Plan
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